Biradical-Featured Stable Organic-Small-Molecule Photothermal Materials for Highly Efficient Solar-Driven Water Evaporation
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With recent progress in photothermal materials, organic small molecules featured with flexibility, diverse structures, and tunable properties exhibit unique advantages but have been rarely applied in solar-driven water evaporation owing to limited sunlight absorption resulting in low solar–thermal conversion. Herein, a stable croconium derivative, named CR-TPE-T, is designed to exhibit the unique biradical property and strong π-π stacking in the solid state, which facilitate not only a broad absorption spectrum from 300 to 1600 nm for effective sunlight harvesting, but also highly efficient photothermal conversion by boosting nonradiative decay. The photothermal efficiency is evaluated to be 72.7% under 808 nm laser irradiation. Based on this, an interfacial-heating evaporation system based on CR-TPE-T is established successfully, using which a high solar-energy-to-vapor efficiency of 87.2% and water evaporation rate of 1.272 kg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ under 1 sun irradiation are obtained, thus making an important step toward the application of organic-small-molecule photothermal materials in solar energy utilization.

Solar energy has been considered as clean and renewable energy and its highly efficient conversion has been extensively pursued through photochemical, photovoltaic, and photothermal processes, with the aim to solve the scarcity of energy resources in an environmentally friendly manner. Among them, solar–thermal conversion has recently been attracting expanding interest due to the direct and high-efficiency conversion of solar energy and has been employed to address the serious water shortage based on solar-driven water evaporation. Emerging concept of localized interfacial heating for construction of water evaporation system has been put forward to effectively improve the conversion efficiency of solar energy, which is highly dependent on exploration of efficient photothermal materials with broad solar absorption, chemical/thermal/photostability, and highly efficient photothermal conversion. So far, various energy-efficient photothermal materials have been developed for conversion of solar energy to heat, while mainly focused on metal-based inorganic materials, carbon-based materials, and conjugated polymers. Actually, photothermal materials based on organic small molecules, bearing their unique superiorities in flexibility, diverse structures, and fine-tuned properties, have recently been the subject of increasing interest for biomedical applications by converting near-infrared (NIR) light into heat via nonradiative decay. However, they have somehow missed research attention in solar-driven water evaporation. This is mainly due to the concern that photobleaching and limited sunlight absorption will lead to the low-efficiency solar–thermal conversion.
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conversion. Thus, development of stable organic-small-molecule photothermal materials with broad solar absorption is the key to enable highly efficient solar energy conversion, which is fascinating but challenging.

Organic-small-molecule croconium dyes (CRs) with proposed resonance electronic structure between mesoionic and biradical forms have been reported to exhibit superior chemical/thermal/photostability and photothermal effects compared to conventional NIR counterparts, thus becoming potential candidates for solar-driven water evaporation. Up to now, most of the CRs have exhibited intense but narrow absorption at about 800 nm, making them difficult to harvest sunlight sufficiently. Therefore, reasonable molecular design is urgently required to endow CRs with effective solar absorption. Generally, organic conjugated molecules with strong electron donor–acceptor coplanar skeleton present redshifted absorption by effective electron delocalization. Such bathochromic shift of the absorption will be largely promoted when radicals are generated in the conjugated structure. On the other hand, the π–π stacking formed in the aggregates of organic conjugated molecules could further extend their absorption spectrum. More interestingly, the resultant small energy gap could boost nonradiative decay for generating heat according to the energy-gap law. Therefore, the introduction of radicals and strong π–π stacking based on a strong electron donor–acceptor coplanar structure could achieve the extended solar absorption and effectively enable the photothermal conversion for CRs upon aggregation, which will be an effective way to efficiently convert solar energy to heat for water evaporation.

With this in mind, a high-performance and stable CR-based organic-small-molecule photothermal material, named as CR-TPE-T (Figure 1a), was well designed and readily synthesized. It exhibited a broad absorption spectrum from 300 to 1600 nm in the solid state, effectively facilitating the absorption of sunlight. As expected, the open-shell biradical character of CR-TPE-T was observed and further increased upon aggregation, and the strong π–π stacking was clearly revealed in the crystal of CR-TPE-T by single-crystal X-ray analysis. Due to the low energy gap of 0.75 eV, the nonradiative decay was largely boosted based on the energy-gap law, which greatly enhances the solar–thermal conversion for CR-TPE-T in the solid state. Indeed, the photothermal efficiency was evaluated to be larger than 72.7% upon 808 nm laser irradiation, and the high temperature could be achieved upon irradiation of 1 sunlight. Based on these, a composite CR-TPE-T-loading PU foam was fabricated to establish an interfacial-heating evaporation system. The solar energy-to-vapor efficiency and water evaporation rate were evaluated up to 87.2% and 1.272 kg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ under 1 sunlight, respectively, which are comparable to those of reported materials. This work unveils the huge potential of organic-small-molecule photothermal materials in highly efficient utilization of solar energy.

First, CR-TPE-T was simply synthesized by undergoing the route depicted in Scheme S1, Supporting Information, with a yield of 52%. All the structures of CR-TPE-T and its intermediates were carefully characterized by NMR and high-resolution mass spectrometry (Figures S1–S5, Supporting Information). Within the molecular structure of CR-TPE-T (Figure 1a), two
electron-donating tetraphenylethylene (TPE) units were symmetrically decorated on thiophene (T)-substituted croconium. Such structural characteristic for CRs has been demonstrated to possess excellent high chemical/thermal/photostability before.\textsuperscript{[17b]} Then, the photophysical properties of CR-TPE-T in both solution and the solid states were investigated. As shown in Figure 1b and Figure S6a, Supporting Information, it absorbs intensely in THF solution with the high molar absorption coefficient ($\varepsilon$) of $1.84 \times 10^5$ L mol$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ at 880 nm. By comparison to traditional CRs,\textsuperscript{[17,18]} the absorption is indeed redshifted with about 80 nm. Besides, the absorption from 300 to 650 nm was interestingly induced as identified in Figure S6, Supporting Information, which is attributed to the introduction of conjugated TPE-T units and is rarely observed in reported CRs. Thus, the introduction of strong electron-donating TPE-T units indeed extends the absorption spectrum to cover both UV–vis and NIR regions. Remarkably, the absorption of CR-TPE-T can be further extended upon aggregation with the broad absorption spectrum from 300 to 1600 nm, which strongly facilitates the efficient sunlight harvesting. On the other hand, CR-TPE-T shows NIR emission at 965 nm in THF solution under 808 nm laser excitation (Figure 1c), showing much low fluorescence quantum yields with the value of 0.72%, which is well consistent with as-reported CRs.\textsuperscript{[17,18]} Such emission of CR-TPE-T can be seriously quenched in the solid state with the negligible quantum yields of 0.01% (Figure 1c).

To get insight into the unique photophysical properties upon aggregation, the single crystal of CR-TPE-T was obtained in ethyl acetate (EA) under slow evaporation. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out. As shown in Figure 1d and Figures S7 and S8 and Table S1, Supporting Information, three carbonyl bonds (C=O) uniformly disperse on five-membered ring in CR-TPE-T with the bond lengths of 1.242, 1.234, and 1.234 Å. Croconic core and thiophene units are coplanar and locked by intramolecular hydrogen bonds with distances of 2.470 and 2.493 Å, thus enhancing electron delocalization to extend the absorption in NIR region. Such unique coplanar thiophene-substituted croconic core can easily form strong intermolecular $\pi-\pi$ stacking with the distance of 3.430 Å as shown in Figure 1d, which could cause the serious emission quenching of CR-TPE-T.\textsuperscript{[25]} Meanwhile, the intermolecular conjugation of CR-TPE-T can be enlarged by the $\pi-\pi$ stacking, which could further contribute to narrow the band gap to be 0.75 eV (Figure S9, Supporting Information) and broaden the absorption spectrum of CR-TPE-T.

Then, electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrum was used to characterize whether the radicals occur in CR-TPE-T. As shown in Figure 2a, it is interesting to observe ESR signals for CR-TPE-T with a $g$ value of around 2.0043 in both solution and solid state. Compared to CR-TPE-T in solution, its ESR signal in the solid state is much higher (inset in Figure 2a). To further understand this, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out at the oB97XD/6-31G** level for CR-TPE-T in
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the gas (representing the solution state) and solid phases (the computational details are given in Supporting Information). The calculated results indicate that CR-TPE-T in the both gas and solid phases exhibits singlet biradical property to some extent (Figure 2 and Figure S10, Supporting Information). In Figure 2b, the obtained highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) profiles of the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ spins of CR-TPE-T clearly depict a disjoint characteristic. More importantly, the separated spin densities (blue and green surfaces) are mainly distributed on the coplanar thiophene-substituted croconic core, indicating a large singlet biradical character for this molecule with different resonance structures (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The biradical character $y_b$, representing the biradical natures between the closed-shell (CS) and pure open-shell (OS) diradical states (0–1), is further calculated in Figure 2b. The values of $y_b$ is increasing from 0.13 in the gas phase to 0.16 in the solid phase, which suggests that the biradical feature becomes stronger upon aggregation. Moreover, from the gas to solid phase, the energy gap between the CS and OS state is obviously upraised from 3.73 to 4.24 kcal mol$^{-1}$, while the energy gap between the triplet state (TS) and OS state is decreased from 3.37 to 2.70 kcal mol$^{-1}$ in Figure 2c, which further bear out that CR-TPE-T in the solid state is closer to the ideal biradical state resulting in higher ESR signal. In addition, the biradical character is also calculated in THF solution and its value is determined to be 0.14, which is similar to the value of 0.13 in the gas phase and indicates the weak effect of solution on the biradical property.

Further, the photophysical properties of CR-TPE-T in CS and OS states were further evaluated by time-dependent DFT with a897XD/6-31G**. It is found that the spin of OS state is 1.799, which is much larger than 1.0 and close to 2.0, indicating radical nature. The first excitation energy of OS is 1.58 eV and it is higher than 1.69 eV of CS state. This causes the longer-wave-length NIR absorption in CR-TPE-T, agreeing well with the previous report that enhancing the biradical character of CRs can extend their NIR absorption.

Moreover, the smaller excitation energy always lead to fast nonradiative decay rate according to the energy-gap law. In addition, the oscillator strength ($f$) of the lowest excited state is calculated to 1.1765 for CS-formed CR-TPE-T, while a negligible $f$ of 0.0038 for OS-formed CR-TPE-T. This implies that the OS state would experience slower radiative decay process than that of CS state. Overall, the excited state energy of CR-TPE-T in the OS state tends to be consumed by nonradiative decay to generate heat. Thus, the higher biradical character of CR-TPE-T in the solid state largely boosts the emission quenching effect and enhances photothermal conversion by radical-promoted nonradiative decay.

Next, the photothermal property of CR-TPE-T was evaluated by rapidly recording the temperature changes under IR thermal camera. As shown in Figure 3a, 50 mg CR-TPE-T powder was irradiated by 808 nm laser with energy power of 0.8 W cm$^{-2}$, the temperature increased dramatically to about 100 °C within 20 s, and then decreased quickly to room temperature within 10 s after removing laser, revealing a fast photothermal conversion process. The temperature changes during this process were carefully recorded as indicated in Figure 3b. With the higher power laser irradiation, the temperature raised up to be higher and the eventual temperature at the plateau was positively related to the irradiation power of 808 nm laser (Figure S11, Supporting Information), indicating a superior photothermal behavior. Besides, the photothermal conversion efficiency for CR-TPE-T was estimated to be a high value of 72.7% (Figure S12, Supporting Information; details are shown in Supporting Information), which was a comparable value among those reported photothermal materials.[12,13] Notably, upon cycling of laser irradiation and off for five times (Figure 3c) and long-time laser irradiation for 2 h (Figure S13a,c, Supporting Information), the photobleaching to photothermal behavior in terms of temperature loss for CR-TPE-T is not observed obviously, exhibiting excellent photostability superior to many traditional organic photothermal materials. As abovementioned that CR-TPE-T is a high-performance and stable photothermal conversion material with a broad absorption spectrum from 300 to 1600 nm upon aggregation, it could be a promising candidate for capturing solar energy in solar-driving water evaporation. First, a type of commercial colorless and porous polyurethane (PU) foam with low thermal conductivity (pure PU, Figure 4a) was used as the supporting framework to establish an efficient interfacial evaporation system by floating on water.[9c] Then, CR-TPE-T was loaded inside this PU foam by impregnating pure PU foam in its dichloromethane (DCM) solution and drying under 80 °C, obtaining a brownish black PU foam (PU+CR-TPE-T, Figure 4a and Figure S14, Supporting Information). With insights into their structures by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), it is observed the rougher surface in PU+CR-TPE-T foam compared to pure PU foam, indicating the effective loading of CR-TPE-T in small aggregates that become larger and more as the loading amount of CR-TPE-T increased (Figures S15a and S16, Supporting Information). Such aggregated form will facilitate the effective sunlight harvesting for CR-TPE-T in PU+CR-TPE-T foam. As shown in Figure 4b and Figure S15b, Supporting Information, the absorption of PU+CR-TPE-T foam increased gradually when the loading amount of CR-TPE-T varies from 0 to 30 mg and remained almost unchanged with the further increase of loading, presenting excellent absorption properties with the full solar absorption spectrum covered nearly. On the other hand, the crisscrossed micropore structure inside the foam effectively enables water transporting and localizes the heat generated by CR-TPE-T to largely boost water evaporation.[9c,8c] As suggested in Figure S17, Supporting Information, PU+CR-TPE-T foam could get wetted uniformly within 60 s, indicative of the effective water transportation via the capillary condensation effect. And, the thermal conductivity of PU foam loaded without/with CR-TPE-T was measured to be 0.0341 and 0.0447 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ for 23 °C, and 0.0447 and 0.0510 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ for 43 °C, respectively (Figure S18, Supporting Information), exhibiting the low thermal conductivity to focus the thermal energy.

Further, the solar–thermal conversion of CR-TPE-T-loading PU foams were investigated by recording the temperature upon sunlight irradiation. As suggested in Figure S19a, Supporting Information, temperature on the surface of the PU+CR-TPE-T foams with different loading amounts of CR-TPE-T from 5 to 50 mg increases quickly up to an equilibrium within 200 s under 1 sun (1 kW m$^{-2}$) irradiation in air, indicative of the fast response to solar light which contributes to the photothermal conversion. The more the loading amount of CR-TPE-T is, the
higher the equilibrium temperature reaches. Among them, the equilibrium temperature of PU+CR-TPE-T foam with 30 mg of CR-TPE-T loading can reach to as high as 77 °C, which is in sharp contrast to only 30 °C for PU foam under the same condition (Figure 4c). As shown in the insets in Figure 4c, the IR thermal photos also exhibit a fascinating conversion capability from solar energy to heat under 1 sun irradiation in air by naked eye. Notably, such high temperature of PU-CR-TPE-T foam is attributed to the low thermal conductivity of PU and microporous heating localization. Moreover, the temperature stemmed from the solar–thermal conversion of CR-TPE-T-loading PU foam is almost not affected even after irradiation for 2 h, as indicated in Figure S13b,c, Supporting Information, revealing the excellent resistance to photobleaching the photostability.

Based on the integrated inspection, PU+CR-TPE-T foams with the efficient sunlight absorption and superior heating capability can be used as a heat generator for interfacial water evaporation system, with the basic design rationale illustrated in Figure 4d. Under the irradiation of sunlight, the water vapor was observed obviously on the top of the floated PU+CR-TPE-T foam, as shown in the insets in Figure 4e. The corresponding IR thermal photographs were taken by IR thermal camera and proved that the converted energy was indeed located in the PU+CR-TPE-T foam on the interface between water and air, where the temperature of PU+CR-TPE-T foam is much higher than that of the bulk water maintained at room temperature of 23 °C. Afterward, the temperature of foams on the surface of water was measured to further investigate the heat localization and solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency. As revealed in Figure 4e and Figure S19b, Supporting Information, the surface temperature of PU+CR-TPE-T foam floating on the water is remarkably higher than PU foam. The equilibrium temperature of the PU+CR-TPE-T foam loaded by 30 mg CR-TPE-T is 43 °C after 1 sun illumination (1 kW m⁻²) for 1 h, which is about 10 °C higher than that of PU foam. Compared to the room temperature, about 20 °C increment for PU+CR-TPE-T foam effectively facilitates the water evaporation according to the previous reports.⁵

To evaluate the efficiency of solar-driven water evaporation, the typical curves of time-dependent water mass change under solar irradiation (1 sun, 1 kW m⁻²) were measured under the simulated setup displayed in Figure S20, Supporting Information, with the data recorded real timely and in situ. As shown in Figure 4f and Figure S19c, Supporting Information, the evaporation of water by using PU+CR-TPE-T foam is greatly accelerated and the evaporation rate from the slope of time-dependent water mass change curves increases to be as high
as 1.272 kg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$, compared to water only (0.445 kg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$). While almost negligible increment was observed for PU foam (0.472 kg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$), it evidently demonstrates the unique role of CR-TPE-T inside PU-CR-TPE-T foam on solar-driven water evaporation. Further, the efficiency of solar-driven water evaporation ($\eta$) for PU-CR-TPE-T foam was calculated.\[26\] As suggested in Figure S19d, Supporting Information, the conversion efficiency of PU-CR-TPE-T increases with increasing of loading amount of CR-TPE-T from 0 to 30 mg and then remained with negligible change upon further increasing the loading amount of CR-TPE-T to 50 mg. The maximum $\eta$ is calculated to be 87.2% when the loading amount of CR-TPE-T is 30 mg (details are shown in Supporting Information).

Moreover, we systematically evaluated the feasibility of employing CR-TPE-T for desalination of seawater. As shown in Figure S21, Supporting Information, real seawater sample was collected from the Yellow Sea, China, and subjected to the desalination experiment with CR-TPE-T. It was found that the concentrations of all the five primary ions (Na$^+$, Mg$^{2+}$, Ca$^{2+}$, K$^+$, and B$^{3+}$) originally present in the seawater were significantly reduced, which was lower than the values typically obtained through membrane-based method (10–500 ppm).\[24\] Further, four representatives with different Na ions (0.8, 3.5, 4, and 10 wt%) were employed to study the impact of ion concentrations on the water evaporation rate and efficiency. Compared to the pure water (0 wt%), the water evaporation rate decreases from 1.272 to 1.265, 1.208, 1.197, and 1.191 kg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ with increasing ion concentrations, associated with the efficiency decrease from 87.2% to 87.1%, 83.2%, 82.5%, and 82.1%, respectively (Figure S22a, Supporting Information). Fortunately, the photostability of CR-TPE-T loaded PU foams is almost not influenced by the presence of ions as suggested in Figure 4e and Figure S22b, Supporting Information. On the other hand, the long-term stability was also examined by investigating the durability in real seawater (from the Yellow Sea, China) evaporation. As shown in Figure S23, Supporting Information, the desalination performance of PU-CR-TPE-T evaporation system under 1 sun illumination was maintained for more than 21 cycles with each cycle sustained for over 1 h. During the evaporation process, the CR-TPE-T-loaded PU foam retains an excellent photostability without obvious roll-off (Figure S24, Supporting Information).

In summary, a well-designed organic-small-molecule photothermal materials CR-TPE-T has been successfully obtained for solar-driven water evaporation. CR-TPE-T exhibits a broad absorption from 300 to 1600 nm in the solid state for efficient...
sunlight harvesting. The radical signal is observed in CR-TPE-T by ESR spectrum, and it can be further enhanced upon aggregation. DFT calculation reveals the open-shell biradical nature and reasonably explains the redshift of the absorption promoted by the biradical. Then, the strong electron donor–acceptor coplanar skeleton in CR-TPE-T enables strong \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) stacking analyzed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction, which largely extends the absorption in the solid state. On the other hand, the resultant small energy gap of 0.75 eV effectively boost nonradiative decay for generating heat according to the energy-gap law. Thus, CR-TPE-T exhibited superior and stable photothermal behaviors with a high efficiency larger than 72.7% under 808 nm laser irradiation. As concept of proof, a composite CR-TPE-T-loading PU foam was fabricated to establish an interfacial-heating evaporation system to obtain a comparable solar energy-to-vapor efficiency up to 87.2% and water evaporation rate of 1.272 kg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\) under 1 sun irradiation, showing highly efficient solar-driven water evaporation. Considering the unique advantages of flexible, diverse structures, and tunable properties, organic-small-molecule photothermal materials would be extensively developed for effective solar energy conversion.
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